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ABSTRACT 
Camera translation is very useful for active percep- 
tion of scene structure. Determining the camera mo- 
tion, expressed as the Focus-Of-Expansion on the 
image plane, is important. A simple and robust 
method is presented for the estimation of FOE in 
translational motion, by the least squares technique 
using high confidence optical flow. Depth or time- 
to-collision is then recovered by two alternative 
methods using the FOE and optical flow or local 
image derivatives. Results with real image se- 
quence are shown. 

In this paper we present a simple but robust method 
to estimate the FOE o r  camera motion from optical 
flow field computed from second derivatives in a se- 
quence of images captured by a translating camera. 
It is well known that while camera rotation is veryuse- 
ful in tracking and fixation, it cames no information 
about scene structure. In contrast, camera translation 
is an essential way for active perception of scene 
structure through motion. Therefore, we feel that it 
is worthwhile to locate the FOE for pure translation, 
though it is a special case for rigid motion. 

2. LEAST SQUARES SOLUTION TO THE FOE 

1. INTRODUCIION For a translation motion (V;, Vp Vz) , the true optic 

Determining the camera motion is an important 
problem in visual motion where the observer inter- 
acts with the environment. The Focus of Expan- 
sion(FOE), which is the projection of the translation 
motion of the camera onthe-image plane, is an essen- 
tial and very useful feature of the egomotion. Once 
located, among other things, it can be used to deter- 
mine a dense flow field and to recover the depth or 
time-t+collision of visible surfaces. 
Several methods have been suggested for computing 

the FOE in the literature. Extracting the FOE(or 
broadly, motion parameters) based on f e a t ~ r e s ~ o i n t s  
is suggested by Jain[l], Lawton[2], Ballard and Kim- 
ba11[3], and ' h i  and Huang[4]. Longuet-Higgins and 
Prazdny[S] compute motion parameters and scene 
structure from local optical flow and its derivatives. 
Negahdaripour and ~orn[6] propose a direct method 
for locating the FOE, which exploits the positiveness 
of depth as a constraint without computing optical 
flow or establishing feature correspondence. Hum- 
me1 and Sundareswaran[7,8] observe that the circular 
component of the flow field about (-,yo) is a scalar 
function whose norm is quadratic in xo andyo. They 
search the FOE at the minimum of this cluadratic sur- 
face. Aloimonos[9] presents a voting technique for 
computing the direction of motion using the normal 
flow. Burger and Bhanu[lO] compute the fuzzy FOE( 
a 2D region of possible FOE-locations), instead of 
looking for a single-point FOE. 

flow produced on the image plane(1ocated at distance 
f ) is given by 

Px -*v, u = -  z ' (la) 
-YK. v = --- 
2 -  (lb) 

The focus of expansion(F0E) is defined as the point 
on the image plane at  which the optical flowvanishes. 
That is, 

Thus, each optic flow vector (u, vi) satisfies the con- 
straint 

By collecting many flow vectors in the image, we get 
a highly overdetermined linear system. The least 
squares method is then used to compute the FOE 
from the flow field, 

[XFOE YFOE] = BAT(AAT)-' (5) 
where 



Explicitly, we have w, v,(*;vi - y i U i )  - 2 UiVi 2 ut(Xivi - y i u i )  
XFUE = 

U; C $ - (2 ~ i v i ) '  

3. HIGH CONFIDENCE OPTICAL n o w  

It is now recognized in computer vision that confi- 
dence measure or uncertainty should be associated 
with various representations in vision systems(e.g. 
disparity in stereo). Optical flow is no exception. De- 
termining the FOE by using the whole flow field 
would suffer from the ill-posedness of optical flowlo- 
cally computed by differential methods. The optical 
flow computed by the first derivative method is ac- 
tually the normal flow rather than the true flow(the 
so-called aperture problem). For the second deriva- 
tive method, the computed optical flow is still not reli- 
able in principally 1D variational(edge-like) image 
areas. It is known that the aperture problem disap- 
pears at corner-like brightness structure in the 
images. We use the sewnd derivative method to com- 
pute optical flow, which provides a confidence mea- 
sure associated with each flow vector. We have[ll,l2] 

where G = I,~ - I& is the determinant of the Hes- 
sian matrix of second partial derivatives, but also 
strongly connected to the Gaussian curvature of the 
image brightness surface. G is our confidence mea- 
sure. High confidence indicates reliable optical flow 
such as those at 2D variational(hil1 shaped or saddle- 
like) image functions. 

Therefore, we input the optical flow thresholded by 
the confidence measure G to the standard LS proce- 
dure. Alternatively, we can adopt the weighted LS 
method using I G I or G2 as the weighting factor. 

4. COMPUTING THE DEPTH 
OR TIME-TO-COLLISION 

Once the FOE is located with accuracy, we can com- 
puting the full flow by combining the FOE constraint 
with the Brightness Change Constant Equation( 
BCCE) 

I# + I,v + I, = 0 .  (11) 
The full flow is given by 

,, = - IXv - Y ~ E )  
IXx -XFUE) + -YFOE) ' 

(12b) 

From the flow equations (la) and (lb), we then recov- 
er  the scene depth using the full flow 

z = v, (XFOE - x)U + OFOE -Y)V 
u2 + 3 (13) 

As an alternative we can use first order spatial and 
temporal image derivatives without actually comput- 
ing the full flow, 

More conveniently, in both (13) and (14) the relative 
depth or time-to-collision Z / V ,  is determined by the 
FOE and the optical flow or image derivatives. 

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

The FOE method is simple and efficientw, closed 
form), yet it is very robust since "better data is always 
better than more data". In this case, high confidence 
flow is better than the raw whole flow field. The ro- 
bustness of the method is also reflected in the fact that 
for the determination of the FOE, only directional in- 
formation, not the magnitude of the optic flow is 
needed. Experimental results with a real image se- 
quence, the NASA sequence(the size, 512x512 pixels, 
of the original images is reduced to 256656 pixels in 
a pyramid fashion), show that the error between the 
estimated FOE and the true FOE is within 3 - 4 pix- 
els(Table 1 and Fig.1). In our experiments, the thresh- 
old of G is taken to be 4500 and the high confidence 
optical flows are located at the positions shown in 
Fig.2. As we see in Table 1, the G' -weighted LS 
method gives slightly better performance. As the 
threshold of G is lowered, the weighted LS method 
is more evidently superior to the standard LS meth- 
od('Itible 2). The maps of the recovered relative depth 
or time-to-collision using the estimated FOE and (a) 
optical flow computed by first derivatives(eqs. 12 and 
13) (b) optical flow computed by sewnd deriva- 
tives(eqs. 10 and 13, and (c) image derivatives(eq. 14) 
are shown in Fig.3 (a), (b), and (c), respectively. Note 
that using second derivatives Fig3c seems to give a 
more noise-free result. This is natural since we have 
used a noise-suppressing postprocessing[l2] in com- 
puting optical flow by eq. (10). All the depth maps are 
filtered by a 3x3 median filter. 
As seen from Tables 1 and 2, in the case of pure trans- 

lation, the FOE can, indeed, be robustly estimated by 
the linear LS method from high confidence optical 
flow. Furthermore, the relative depth or  time-to-col- 



lision is rather successfully computed via the shallow 
computations(in the sense of [13]) of eqs. (lo), ( 1 9  Tab'e The estimated position Of from IG1>4500' 

and (13), or (14). 
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~1g. l  me computed and ttue FOE superimposed on an image Fig.2 White areas: high confidence optical now 
of the sequence. Mark " + " stands for the true FOE and positions trwesholded by G =4500. 

"x" for me estimated FOE. 

FIg.3 The relative depth(or time-to-colllslon) maps 
computed from FOE and (a) optical flow by the 
first derivatives, @) optical flow by the second 
derivatives. (c) first order image derivatives. 




